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additional features (see the plugins wiki). If you need
assistance with them, see the FAQ on using the wiki.Q:
QTimer::singleShot is not triggered I want to execute a

function at a specific time. I tried QTimer::singleShot but it
doesn't work. Here is the code, and how I call it. void

MainWindow::setTimerForChecking() { if
(m_timer->isActive()) { qDebug() activate(); } } I use this
code in constructor of the MainWindow class. A: You can't

use singleShot on a QTimer without also creating the
timer, which you haven't done in your snippet. That's what

happens when you call singleShot without arguments it
just ticks the timer, but your function isn't called until you

call start. Try this instead: m_timer = new QTimer();
m_timer->setInterval(2000);

m_timer->setSingleShot(true); m_timer->activate(); For
the record, singleShot exists as a

QTimer::singleShot(unsigned long delay, Function func)
function. The President, first lady mark the first 100 days
of the Trump administration. President Trump touted an

energy-drink company's $15 million donation to the
Republican Party in an interview with The New York Times.
"What's good for General Motors is good for our country,"

Mr. Trump said Sunday. "I want to do something for
General Motors, Ford, and all these companies because we

want to have something good and great happen in
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